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OVERVIEW FOR SIGNAL READOUT 
FOR CAPACITIVE DETECTOR PULSE

PROCESSING



THANKS to many who provide slides and other
documents online that I use for this lecturer

• Angelo Rivetti: Front end electronics for radiation sensors

• Emilio Gatti & Manfredi (INFN)

• Yan Kaplon (CERN)

• Christophe de la Taille (Omega lab)

• Glenn F. Knoll: Radiation detection & measurement

• Chiara Guazzoni; http://home.dei.polimi.it/guazzoni



What signal processing means?

Sculpturing!

Designing?

signal 
processing
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How noisy are flowers in your garden

If plants can grow
without ?? noise,

Why can’t I amplify
without adding noise



Actual system is unfortunately noisy

Front-end Back-end

Front-end Back-end



Signal polarity with negative High voltage

• How high is the amplitude of the signal ?
• The shape of the signal
• The rise time 
• The duration
• The fluctuation due to the process generating the signal



Detector signal duration: how short?

The signal generally is a short current pulse

𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 ~න 𝒊(𝒕) 𝒅𝒕



What Information can one extract from a pulse?



Counting and time over threshold

For digital imaging a counter is used after the comparator
Then one proceed by counting the number of events in a frame rate.

The comparator system could be used also to quatify the amplitude of an incoming signal. 
The time spent over threshold by the amplifier output is somehow proportional to the amplitude
of the incoming signal: TOT

TfallTrise





Parameter impacting the pulse amplitude:

Ei = Minimum ionization energy (depends on the detector cristal, gaz, or liquide)
Ep (> Ei): average energy to generate a charges pair
E : Energy lost by an incoming particle =>
Np: Average Number of generated Pairs

Np = E/Ep => an average number
But instantly, the number follows a probabilistic law with a 
fluctuation from one event to another displaying a standard

deviation σNp = 𝐹 ∗ 𝑁𝑝 ; F is the Fano factor

In many material F<1 then σNp is better than one could expect
from the Poisson statistics ( 𝑁𝑝 );



Detector’s equivalent circuit: CD an IL

Id

CD
IL

Cf

• CD impact on speed and noise figures 

• IL impact output DC level, and on noise



Charge sensitive preamplifier

so v0-vi =-Avi-vi =-(A+1)vi=-vf



Charge preamplifier: exemple of typical values



Front end amplifier and shaper circuit

Id CD IL

Cf

H(f)



Noise and Front end amplifiers

Id CD IL

Cf

H(f)



Signal & noise bandwidth

The total noise will be the integral over the 
bandwidth
Then Signal/Noise could be improved by 
« optimizing » the noise bande close to the signal’s.



Different options of reset systems

Ref LBL + de La Taille

If no Reset? What
happens



Noise and Front end amplifiers and comparators

Id CD IL

Cf

RF

Vth

Hs(f)

Hf(f)

counting

Peak / integration

ADC



Even for counting, beware of the noise: why using a shorter
peaking time for counting readout?



Calibration and simulation of Front end amplifiers

Vpulse
Ccal

Cf

H(f)

Q= Vpulse*Ccal

A0
Bw

Before been so happy that you find a noise very low!!,
make sure your circuit is still amplifying the signal



CR RC shapers (filters)



CR Filter after the preamp



RC stage of the shaper



CR+RC transfert functions for a step input
This step stand for the integrator output signal

Frequency domaine:
Pass high * pass low

time domaine

if τ1=τ2



Filter / Shaper

first order? second? Why
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CR*RCn filters or Semi-Gaussian pulse shaping

If a single CR high-pass filter is 
followed by several stages of RC 
integration, the output pulse
shape becomes close to Gaussian 
amplifiers shaping, in this way are 
called semi-Gaussian shaper. Its 
output pulse is given by:

The peaking time in this 
case is equal to n*τ.



Signal shape following read out steps when

2 successive pulses (II)
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Courtesy, Glenn F. « radiation detection »



Simplified Signal shape throughout

electronic readout 

Charge sensitive

Signal conditioning

Current sensitive

Signal conditioning



WHAT IS NOISE ?



Noise in general: time & frequency domain



Noise Effective BW (NEB) of an amplifier (filter)

Lets consider a general low pass amplification (filter)  system;
What happen to a white noise located at the input of such amplifier?
Is it amplified exactly as the signal?



Noise bandwidth
Lets consider a low pass amplification system;
What is the effect of a larger bandwidth white noise located at the 
input of such amplifier?

The white noise passed as if the filter 
were a brick wall type but with a cutoff 
freq 1.57 times larger

Signal effect
limits

noise effect
continues but with a 
little attenuation



Noise Bandwidth # signal bandwidth

Noise Bandwidth improves when number of poles increase
Keep it in mind and make the link later with CRRCn filtering

Signal concern

Noise concern

Equivalent Areas



Optimizing Filtering <=> Optimize NEB

But higher order n means:
More complicated and/or 
more power budget

In spectroscopie,
One considers
in general n=2
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Preamplifier: charges / Courant output noise

Sv(ω) = ( in2 + en2/|Zd|2 ) / ω2Cf2

=   in2 /ω2Cf
2 +  en2 Cd

2/Cf2

Zd

If we neglect Rd and

we translate en to a current

By doing en/Zd

Noise spectrum at the output



Noise issues for charge preamp: frequency domaine

Ref. C. de la Taille

The methode here is to
Transfert each input
To current domain, then
Multiply by the feedback
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Output spectrum and it’s equivalent input

Output  spectrum (f)

f(Hz) tp(ns)

Equivalent input noise (tp)

CHARGE

Preamp

CURRENT

Preamp

f(Hz) tp(ns)

See next how tp
Appears in noise 
equations of ENC



Noise issues in charge preamp: time domaine

in limiting => 𝑻𝒑

en limiting => 𝟏/𝑻𝒑

1/f limiting

Increase with Cd



Practical summary about noise in charge integrator

Cd1

Cd2



One stage preamplifier scheme

• The main contributor to the total noise is the preamp input 

transistor. We consider next the contribution of this transistor to the 

equivalent noise en and in
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De Geromino

Here, time 

appears in 

equations
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Notice 

gm/Id

efficiency
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Conclusion 1: considering (gm and Cg)



BUT, 

now let add the 1/f noise contribution
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De Geromino

Conclusion 2





Preamp trends with agressive process
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Preamp design &  ‘Scaling’

2) L. Rattia NSS 2007 => Università degli Studi di Pavia : 100n et 90n

1) Paul O’Connor => Brookhaven Lab, Upton , New York: 1,5µ au 180n

One may consider 2 prospection studies (old now !!)

At constant power one save 23% in term of noise per generation: λ=0.7

At constant noise: one save 60% of power per generation

ENC’ = λ3/4 * ENC

P’ = λ3 * P

But in dynamique range, one lose 10% of SNR per generation

SNR’ = λ1/4 * SNR

Next slides show some of L. Rattia’ work
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ENC vs peaking time, @ Pd=cte

In the explored peaking time and power range, PMOS input device 
always provides better noise performances than NMOS input (except for 
the 130 nm process at tp close to 10 ns)

Using the 90 nm process may yield quite significant improvement with 
respect to the 130 nm technology, especially when NMOS input charge 
preamplifiers are considered 

ENC was evaluated in the 
case of a second order, 
unipolar (RC2-CR) 
shaping processor

L. Rattia NSS 2007 =>The 90nm leads to less ENC (noise) than the 130nm
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At tp=20 ns, noise performances provided by NMOS and PMOS input devices in the 
90 nm technology are comparable
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Better noise-power trade-off can be achieved by using the 90 nm technology 

L. Rattia NSS 2007 => The 90nm needs less power at  a constant noise level
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Figure of Merit for a MOS Process

DO NOT FORGET: You may optimize the bias point of input 

transistor (moderate inversion, for a gm/Id  efficiency)
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HOW THE AMPLIFIER STAGE IS

BUILT USING TRANSISTORS

Exemple of single stage amplifier
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Telescopic Cascode: Common source-common gain

D. Dzahini LPSC Grenoble
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Courtesy Y. Kaplon, Cern
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Regulated Cascode: A0 improvement by 

acting on the cascode



Cascode current: gain bosting

via the load
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But he dynamic range is reduced

by 2*Vdssat



Boosting both Gain & bandwidth
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Courtesy Y. Kaplon, Cern



NOISE EFFECT IN THE FLOW

After the amplification schemes, let introduce how electronics

noise looks like in the readout flow
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Noise: Time domain characteristics
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Topics for later sessions



How can one characterize a comparator for 
counting accurately?



In couting flow: Frequency of noise hits (fn); 
Threshold Vth; input noise (vn) …

S. O. Rice Mathematical analysis of random noise [1945] Bell System Technical journal, 24; 46-156 

𝑓𝑛 =
1

2𝜋𝜏
𝑒−(𝑉𝑡ℎ

2/2𝑉𝑛2)

𝑉𝑡ℎ

𝑉𝑛
= −2ln(𝑓𝑛 ∗ 2𝜋 𝜏)

Or Threshold over noise ratio

• How often are noisy events counted?

• Noise at your comparator input?

• Threshold value above the baseline?

• Counting rate and so your bandwidth

or ?

EXO: estimate fn for Vth/Vn =7 for different 



Cumulative distribution function (CDF)
The comparator issue using S-curve

The 90% confidence interval for
A normal distribution is at 1.3 (or 1.2816) times its standard deviation (rms)
In this exemple 90% correspond to 4.28mV; hence the rms input noise will be
(4.28mV – 3mV)/1.2816 =1mV rms

Probability of a high output logic level with varing input level for a 
particular comparator



Cumulative
Distribution
Function



Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
The comparator issue using S-curve

The mean value µ 
could correspond to:
The Vth ± offset 

Very approximative

EXO: Can you calculate a more 
accurate value using 90% ->1.3


